Simulation was used to evaluate the performance of different selective genotyping strategies when using linkage disequilibrium across large half-sib families to position a QTL within a previously defined genomic region. Strategies examined included standard selective genotyping and different approaches of discordant and concordant sib selection applied to arbitrary or selected families. Strategies were compared as a function of effect and frequency of QTL alleles, heritability, and phenotypic expression of the trait. Large half-sib families were simulated for 100 generations and 2% of the population was genotyped in the final generation. Simple ANOVA was applied and the marker with the greatest F-value was considered the most likely QTL position. For traits with continuous phenotypes, genotyping the most divergent pairs of halfsibs from all families was the best strategy in general, but standard selective genotyping was somewhat more precise when heritability was low. When the phenotype was distributed in ordered categories, discordant sib selection was the optimal approach for positioning QTL for traits with high heritability and concordant sib selection was the best approach when genetic effects were small. Genotyping of a few selected sibs from many families was generally more efficient than genotyping many individuals from a few highly selected sires.
L
INKAGE mapping has been used to detect the presphenotypic effect associated with the marker. In this instance, the length of the chromosomal region within ence of numerous putative quantitative trait loci (QTL) in livestock species (e.g., Andersson et al. 1994;  which the potential QTL resides must be shortened to decrease the number of candidate loci to a manageable Georges et al. 1995) . In general, these studies have positioned the identified QTL within chromosomal requantity. For these reasons, efforts are being made in livestock species to detect markers that have LD with gions spanning 10-40 cM. Although this level of precision is sufficient for some applications of marker-assisted QTL that exists across populations (Dekkers 2003) . Terwilliger and Goring (2000) emphasized the imselection, additional precision of mapping based on linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the markers and portance of optimal experimental design for increasing the efficiency and statistical power of genetic association QTL may be needed for a number of reasons. First, results from linkage studies yielding a 10-to 40-cM level studies. The power (per genotype) of linkage analysis for the detection of QTL can be increased markedly of precision may be confidently applied directly only for marker-assisted selection within the families in which by the selective genotyping of particular individuals, usually those with extreme phenotypes (Lander and the linkage phase between markers and QTL has been established. Mapping based on LD may be used to find Botstein 1989). Selective genotyping has been used successfully in livestock (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 2000) markers that are located closer to the QTL of interest and can thus be assumed to have the same linkage phase and is often used in linkage analysis of human disorders (e.g., Cardon et al. 1994; Fullerton et al. 2003) . Howacross the population, even for families within which linkage phase has not been explicitly defined. The effiever, the best selection strategies used for linkage studies may not be optimal for detection of LD (Abecasis et ciency of marker-assisted selection is thus much greater al. 2001) . In human studies, selection is typically based for markers in population-wide LD than for markers in on strategies that consider family structure as well as within-family linkage with QTL, because transmission of phenotype, selecting multiple sibs with similar or dissimthe QTL can be predicted more accurately and because ilar phenotypes, depending on the strategy applied testing of new families is unnecessary. Alternatively, one (Cardon and Fulker 1994) . The properties of selective may wish to use positional candidate cloning or another genotyping that improve the power of linkage mapping strategy to identify the gene responsible for the observed are likely to improve the precision of using LD mapping, but the optimal strategy will likely depend on the trait, population, and QTL of interest. Abecasis et al. (2001) 1 Polygenic effects were equal to means of parental values plus The QTL effect was effectively biallelic, inasmuch as numer-QTL variance (proportion of 0.10 0.30 ous QTL alleles were initially simulated, but a nonzero effect genetic variance) was assigned to only a single allele. At the end of 100 generaHeritability 0.05 0.30 tions, the overwhelming majority of the original 2N alleles had been lost due to random drift, and remaining alleles generally had frequencies ӷ1/2N. The single existing allele that had a frequency (P ) closest to a predefined value (Table   for LD mapping in humans. Their studies were based 1) was identified and assigned a positive effect chosen to on simulated data from small nuclear families with up ensure that the QTL accounted for a specified proportion of the genetic variance in the last generation, and all other QTL to four full-sibs. The objective of the current study was alleles had effects of zero. The variability at the QTL (VQTL) to use simulation to compare the precision of fine map- (Table 1) . Two types of phenotypes were simulated: (1) continuously and normally distributed and (2) diBase simulation: Simulation was used to generate data for chotomous. For the dichotomous phenotype, an underlying the comparison of selective genotyping strategies. Various paphenotype was generated on a normal liability scale by using rameters (frequency of QTL alleles, QTL variance, and total the same procedure applied to the continuously distributed heritability) defining the population were varied in the base trait, and then a threshold was imposed on this scale such simulation to examine the effect of these parameters on the that the highest 10% of the population on the continuous scale optimal strategy of LD mapping (Table 1) . Each combination exhibited one phenotype and the remainder of the population of these three parameters was simulated, for a total of eight had another. In other words, the individuals that carried the combinations in the base situation.
alternative (positive) QTL allele had a higher probability to The design of the simulation was based roughly on the express the less common phenotype. Heritability for the diapproach of Meuwissen and Goddard (2000) . Previous studchotomous trait was defined on the liability rather than on ies using linkage analysis were assumed to have positioned a the observed scale. The base simulation included all eight putative QTL to lie within a small (Ͻ40 cM) chromosomal combinations of parameters in Table 1 for both types of pheregion. Additional studies then focused exclusively on this notypes. segment of the genome. New markers were placed within Selection strategies: Selective genotyping of 1000 individuthis region and associations with phenotypes were analyzed als (2%) was simulated. Six basic selection strategies were to estimate to which marker the QTL was most closely located.
defined. The first strategy was simple random selection (RAN) This simulation is comparable to a situation in which results of individuals for genotyping, regardless of phenotype. The from a linkage analysis within a small experimental resource second was standard selective genotyping (STD), in which the population are subsequently used to identify genomic regions individuals with phenotypes in the highest and lowest 1% for LD mapping in a large commercial population.
of the population were selected, regardless of family. The The large population in this study consisted of 50,000 feremaining strategies considered half-sib (sire) families in the males and 125 males [N ϭ 50,125 and N e (effective population selection process. The third strategy balanced genotyping size) ‫.]005ف‬ Genotypes for each animal consisted of two haploacross sires (BAL), choosing the four highest and four lowest types for 11 evenly spaced biallelic markers in a 20-cM chromoindividuals from each half-sib family. The fourth strategy was somal segment, an associated QTL, and a normally distributed similar to the discordant sib-selection strategy applied in hupolygenic effect. The QTL was positioned near (recombinaman studies in which sibs with diverse phenotypes are genotion is 0.001) the central marker. The simulation was based typed (Abecasis et al. 2001) . The 10 sires with the most variabilon the gene-drop approach of MacCluer et al. (1986) in ity among daughters were identified and the highest and which a single segregating QTL was established in a base lowest 50 offspring from each sire were genotyped (DIS10). population and subsequent generations were simulated to This strategy was repeated with 20 (and 50) sires and 25 (and allow recombination to occur among the QTL and linked 10) pairs of offspring (DIS20 and DIS50). The fifth strategy markers. In the base generation, individuals were randomly identified and tested the 500 most discordant pairs (DISPAIR) assigned two alleles at each of the 11 marker loci. Initial freof half-sibs in the population, without targeting specific sires quencies were set at 0.50 for all marker alleles at all loci. For or placing upper or lower limits on the number of pairs per the QTL locus, each animal was assigned two unique alleles sire. For this strategy, half-sib pairs were formed by matching (i.e., original total was 2N QTL alleles). Polygenic effects were the highest offspring from each sire with the lowest offspring, drawn from N(0, 2 A ). In future generations, marker and QTL the second highest with the second lowest, and so forth. The genotypes were assigned according to rules of Mendelian inheritance and allowed for recombination within the region.
final strategy was similar to concordant sib selection (Abecasis Selective Genotyping Strategies et al. 2001) , in which siblings with similar extreme phenotypes ered in the base simulation (Table 1) , performance of the various strategies was examined for other situations defined are chosen. Because half-sib families were much larger in this study (and in many livestock populations) this strategy was by changes in these and other parameters. Decreased QTL frequencies: For this comparison, frequency of altered somewhat from typical concordant sib selection. First, the highest and lowest sires (on the basis of daughter mean) the QTL allele with the positive effect was decreased to P ϭ 0.05, while VQTL and heritability were maintained at the were identified. Then the highest daughters of the highest sires and lowest daughters of the lowest sires were selected.
values described in Table 1 . Decreased effective population size: In certain livestock species, This strategy was applied for the 5, 10, and 25 highest (lowest) bulls (CON5, CON10, and CON25, respectively). The concorthe relatively recent (in evolutionary terms) widespread use of artificial insemination and national and international genetic dant sib-selection strategies involved 100, 50, and 20 offspring per sire, respectively. evaluation programs has allowed for a high selection intensity of sires of sires. This process has decreased the N e of these When applying these various strategies to the dichotomous trait, many half-sibs had the same phenotype, making it impospopulations to Ͻ100 in some cases (Hansen 2000) . The extent of LD is likely to differ with N e and this difference may affect sible to rank sibs or to precisely determine the highest and lowest animals. In such cases, selection among animals with power of fine mapping and possibly the optimal strategy of selective genotyping. We simulated a decreased N e in the later the same phenotype was done at random. In addition, the DISPAIR strategy was applied only for the continuous phenogenerations of the population by decreasing the number of sires of sires. Under this scenario, starting in generation 95 type, because with the dichotomous trait all sires had multiple identical pairs of offspring with one high and one low pheno-(i.e., total generations Ϫ 5), the number of sires of sires was decreased from 125 to 10 and was designed to mimic somewhat type.
Analyses: To test for the most likely location of the QTL, changes in the global dairy cattle populations during the recent generations. This breeding strategy decreased the populasimple ANOVA of marker effects was performed for each of the 11 marker loci. The locus with the highest resulting F-test tion's effective population size to ‫09ف‬ individuals, according to the change in average inbreeding coefficient of the populawas considered the most likely location of the QTL. Although ANOVA is theoretically appropriate only for continuous traits, tion during the final two generations.
Increased numbers of marker alleles:
The markers in the base it was used also for the dichotomous phenotypes, because the primary objective was to determine the marker with the highsimulation had two equally common alleles in the base population. In this situation, the marker allele that was coupled with est association with phenotypes, rather than to apply a signifithe positive QTL allele in the original founder will also be cance test. In addition, the ANOVA F-test applied to a dichocoupled with a high proportion of QTL alleles with zero effect. tomous variable is functionally related to the R-square and
The level of LD is expected to be increased with more marker chi-square statistics and, as a result, to the standard φ coeffialleles, because this proportion of coupling with zero-value cient for dichotomous variables. Preliminary analyses (our QTL alleles is expected to be decreased. In addition, increasunpublished results) also examined use of half-sib applications ing the number of alleles should increase heterozygosity and of the pedigree disequilibrium test (Martin et al. 2000) for average information content of marker loci. To test the effects the dichotomous trait and the quantitative pedigree disequilibof an increased number of marker alleles on the selection rium test (Zhang et al. 2001) for the continuous trait, but strategies, we simulated the base population with six, rather these approaches generally yielded lower power than did the than two, equally frequent marker alleles at each locus. simple ANOVA and, therefore, less ability to distinguish
Proportion of the population expressing each of the dichotomous among selection strategies. Thus, reported results were based phenotypes: Selective genotyping strategies were compared for on ANOVA. These other approaches may be more robust than the situation in which the two dichotomous phenotypes were simple ANOVA to effects of population stratification (Martin observed in proportions of 2:98 and 30:70, rather than the et al. 2000) , but no such effects were simulated in this study.
original 10:90. In addition, effectiveness of the various strateStatistical significance of the F-test was not considered because gies was compared for the situations in which QTL frequency, the simulation was designed to emulate a situation in which variance, and heritability were all at high values (Table 1 ) and a QTL was assumed a priori to lie within the tested interval the proportion of individuals expressing the high phenotypic and the LD analysis was undertaken simply to determine more class varied from 1 to 99%. precisely the most probable location. In addition, the primary Ordered categorical phenotypes: Selection strategies were comobjective of this study was to compare strategies, rather than pared for two distributions of phenotypes into multiple (more to determine sample sizes needed to reach a given level of than two) ordered categories. The first scenario included power or precision subject to a certain level of type I error. three categories, for which the first class included the individuHowever, to ensure that no unexpected source of bias favored als with the 5% highest phenotypes on the liability scale, the a given marker position, a null model was applied in which second group included the next 25%, and the remaining 70% all QTL alleles had effects of zero. This null model was applied of the population expressed a third phenotype. The second to the continuous phenotype at the two different levels of scenario included five ordered phenotypic categories, each heritability. In a real-life application, one would be advised to with 20% of the population. apply a significance test to help ensure that a QTL is segregating, especially if the targeted LD mapping is applied to a population that differs from the one that had been used to identify the chromosomal region being tested. In this case, RESULTS an empirical significance test based on permutation may be Continuous phenotypes: Table 2 presents Numbers in italics indicate the most precise strategy and asterisks indicate the strategies that did not differ significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) from the best strategy. RAN, random genotyping; STD, selective genotyping; BAL, genotyping equal numbers of discordant pairs per sire; DISPAIR, genotyping of most diverse half-sib pairs; DISn, discordant sib selection with n ϭ 10, 20, or 50 half-sib families; CONn, concordant sib selection with 5, 10, or 25 high and low sires.
each combination of parameters, the value in italics in and some clear patterns were observed. For example, the STD strategy was universally the most precise strat- Table 2 corresponds to the strategy for which the proper location of the QTL was identified the highest proporegy when the heritability of the trait was low, regardless of the frequency of alleles at the QTL or VQTL. In tion of times. Values that are not statistically different (P Ͼ 0.05) are indicated by asterisks. In terms of general contrast, STD was never the highest-ranking strategy when heritability was high. In fact, the STD strategy was results, precision of QTL location decreased as residual variance increased and influence of the QTL decreased.
always significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) less powerful than the optimal strategy when heritability was high and VQTL Precision of QTL location also decreased as VQTL was held constant, but frequency of the positive QTL allele was low. The DISPAIR strategy was never significantly less precise than the best observed strategy for any of decreased. For example, for the RAN strategy, the correct location of the QTL was identified 70.1% of the the 12 different combinations and always ranked as the best strategy when heritability and VQTL were high. time when P Ϸ 0.20, heritability was 0.30, and the QTL accounted for 30% of the genetic variance. This preci-
The BAL and DIS50 strategies were never significantly different from the best strategy when heritability was sion dropped to only 37.4% when P ϭ 0.05 and the other factors remained constant. Thus, precision of high, but were usually not as precise as STD for low heritability traits. QTL positioning decreased as the substitution effect increased and VQTL was held constant. This result may Strategies based on concordant sib selection (CON5, CON10, and CON25) were not particularly effective be due to the fact that precision is expected to be linearly related to substitution effect, whereas VQTL is proporfor quantitative traits. For no scenario were any of the concordant sib strategies optimal or even nonsignifitional to squared substitution effect. Therefore, the increase in substitution effect needed to maintain VQTL cantly different from the most precise strategy. Abecasis et al. (2001) also reported that discordant selection was as frequency decreases did not provide an equivalent increase in precision of mapping.
superior to concordant selection when using small fullsib families to detect LD between markers and genes Although changes in the population parameters had major effects on the level of precision for the location affecting traits with continuous phenotypes. Under nearly all circumstances, the application of of the QTL, only minor effects were observed on the relative effectiveness of the various strategies. For all any of the selection strategies was superior to RAN selection of animals for genotyping. Differences between combinations of parameters, multiple strategies yielded levels of precision that were not significantly different application of RAN and the optimal strategy were particularly large when heritabilities were low. For example, from the best strategy. However, the particular strategy yielding the highest rate of correct QTL positioning the frequency for correct positioning of the QTL was nearly three times greater for STD than for RAN (48.8 differed across combinations of population parameters Numbers in italics indicate the most precise strategy and asterisks indicate the strategies that did not differ significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) from the best strategy. RAN, random genotyping; STD, selective genotyping; BAL, genotyping equal numbers of discordant pairs per sire; DISn, discordant sib selection with n ϭ 10, 20, or 50 half-sib families; CONn, concordant sib selection with 5, 10, or 25 high and low sires.
vs. 18.0%) when P Ϸ 0.20 and heritability and VQTL by targeting the sires that were most likely to be heterozygous at the QTL. In theory, this process could increase were low, but this difference was reduced (88.3% for DISPAIR vs. 70.1% for RAN) when heritability and the probability that daughters with opposing phenotypes received different QTL alleles from the sire. Sec-VQTL were high. For a few of the scenarios, CON5 and CON10 were similar (or slightly inferior) to RAN.
ond, selection of equal numbers of extreme half-sibs with opposing phenotypes was designed to increase For both the discordant and concordant sib-selection strategies, increased precision was generally obtained power by pairing daughters to help account for polygenic contributions of the sire. The first step of formally by applying a relatively low intensity of selection to sire families, allowing for high intensity of selection of sibs targeting variable sires seemed to be of relatively little importance in this study, however, inasmuch as the DISwithin families. In general, ranked in terms of precision of QTL positioning, DIS50 Ͼ DIS20 Ͼ DIS10 and PAIR approach, which selected the most extreme halfsib pairs from all sires, regardless of the variability of CON25 Ͼ CON10 Ͼ CON5. Two factors likely influenced this ranking of strategies. First, when many offtheir daughters, generally performed as well or better than any of the discordant approaches applied only spring of fewer sires were used, the sibs likely shared long common fragments of the targeted chromosomal within selected families. Although heterozygosity is critical for linkage mapping, this result suggests that it is of region, due to the low number of recombination events in the transmission between sire and offspring. Thus, little importance for LD mapping, at least when a simple ANOVA is used for analysis. evidence of linkage disequilibrium with the QTL within these families was likely to have extended not only to
Results from the null model indicated no systematic bias in QTL position associated with the different stratethe closest marker, but also to additional neighboring markers, decreasing the ability to determine the precise gies. Across the 10 strategies and 11 marker positions, the proportion of times that a given marker was indilocation. Second, selective genotyping strategies increase power by inducing a correlation between residual cated as the most likely position ranged from 7.0 to 11.5%. The sixth marker position (site of the true QTL) and QTL effects. This correlation may have been increased when few extreme animals per family were sewas indicated as the most likely location only once in 20 possibilities (10 strategies and two levels of heritability). lected, because the average magnitude of residual effects was likely increased. In addition, selection intensity Dichotomous phenotypes: Results for the various strategies for dichotomous phenotypes are shown in of daughters within sire was reduced as a greater proportion of daughters was selected per sire. Table 3 . The general relationships between precision of QTL location and allelic frequency, heritability, and The approach of discordant sib selection applied in this study sought to increase precision of QTL position-VQTL are similar to those observed for continuous phenotypes, but precision was generally decreased. This ing in two ways. First, the initial identification of the most variable sires was designed to increase precision decrease in precision is consistent with previous results is expected to increase to only ‫.%2.1ف‬ Proportion of heterozygous individuals among positive individuals is Changes in the various parameters had much more profound effects on the relative efficiencies of the strateexpected to increase to only ‫,%8.91ف‬ from 18% in the general population. In contrast, the mean phenotype gies than that observed for the continuously distributed trait. In particular, strategies involving concordant sib of 400 offspring provides much more information about the genotype of a given sire. Among the 50 highestselection were much more effective for dichotomous traits, particularly when heritability was low. For examranking sires under this scenario, ‫%3ف‬ were homozygous and 32% were heterozygous for the positive QTL ple, when heritability was 0.05 and frequency of the positive QTL allele was high, CON25 was significantly allele vs. 0.1 and 6.8%, respectively, among the 50 lowest-ranking sires. Corresponding frequencies among off-(P Ͻ 0.05) more precise than all of the other strategies for both high and low levels of VQTL. The second-best spring of these sires were 2.6% (homozygous) and 26.7% (heterozygous) for highly ranked sires and 0.3 strategy for these scenarios was CON10. The CON25 approach was also optimal when frequency of the posiand 13.1% for the low-ranked sires. Therefore, the selection of individuals for genotyping based on a combinative allele was 0.10, although some other strategies were not significantly different. When frequency of the position of sire mean plus phenotype increased the precision for QTL positioning by increasing the correlation tive QTL allele was 0.05, various discordant sib-selection strategies yielded higher precision of QTL positioning between phenotype and QTL genotype among tested individuals. than did CON25, although not to a statistically significant degree. Different strategies were optimal when herAlternative scenarios: Effective population size: Decreasing the effective population size from N e ϭ 500 to N e ϭ itability was high, with results varying according to the frequency of the positive QTL allele. The STD was opti-90 decreased the precision with which the QTL was positioned, but generally had no major effects on relamal when frequency was high, DIS20 for P ϭ 0.10, and DIS10 was optimal for P ϭ 0.05. When heritability was tive efficiency of the different strategies across the different combinations (data not shown). In only one inhigh, the optimum number of half-sib families to use for discordant sib selection seemed to decrease with P.
stance did decreasing effective population size have a profound impact on the ranking of selection strategies. For example, among discordant sib strategies, DIS50 was best when P Ϸ 0.20, DIS20 when P ϭ 0.10, and This difference was observed for the dichotomous trait, when P ϭ 0.10 and heritability was low. With N e ϭ DIS10 when P ϭ 0.05. However, these differences were not always statistically significant (P Ͼ 0.05). 500, CON25 was the highest-ranking strategy (Table 2) . However, when N e ϭ 90, CON25 was no longer the Selection of specific half-sib families for application of fine mapping was of much more importance for dioptimal strategy. Instead, DIS10 ranked first in the identification of QTL position (28.4%) when VQTL was chotomous phenotypes than that observed for continuous traits (Table 2) , especially when heritability was low.
high (vs. only 20.3% for CON25). When VQTL was low, DIS20 was the highest-ranking strategy at 15.5% In these situations, because the heritability is low, the phenotype of a given animal provides relatively little (although CON25 was not significantly different). Otherwise, rankings for dichotomous traits were little afinformation about the genotype of that individual. For Numbers in italics indicate the most precise strategy and asterisks indicate the strategies that did not differ significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) from the best strategy. RAN, random genotyping; STD, selective genotyping; BAL, genotyping equal numbers of discordant pairs per sire; DISn, discordant sib selection with n ϭ 10, 20, or 50 half-sib families; CONn, concordant sib selection with 5, 10, or 25 high and low sires.
fected. For continuous traits, relative rankings were ungies, but had no major effects on ranking of the strategies (data not shown). The main effect observed was that changed, as STD still ranked highest for traits with low heritability, across all levels of P, and DISPAIR was the in several cases, although the highest-ranking strategy remained the same, the increased level of precision highest-ranked strategy for all situations with high heritability and high VQTL (data not shown).
obtained accentuated its advantage, decreasing the number of other strategies that were not significantly Table 4 shows the decrease in precision of the best strategy (expressed as a percentage of the maximum (P Ͼ 0.05) different. For example, for dichotomous phenotypes with P ϭ 0.10 and heritability ϭ 0.05, the value when N e ϭ 500) observed when effective population size was decreased from 500 to 90. Across scenarios, CON25 strategy was superior, as had been observed for the base situation with biallelic markers. With biallelic the average decrease in precision of the best strategy was ‫.%61ف‬ For both types of phenotypes, the decreases markers, four other strategies (STD, DIS10, DIS20, and CON10) were statistically equivalent to CON25 when in precision due to reduced effective population size tended to be greater when frequency of the positive VQTL was 0.10 and DIS10 was not significantly different when VQTL was 0.30 (Table 3) . However, when using QTL was lower. For example, with dichotomous phenotypes, when P ϭ 0.10 the average decrease (across four markers with six alleles, the proportion of times that the correct QTL location was identified was increased combinations of heritability and VQTL) in precision of the best strategy was 30% vs. only ‫%9ف‬ with P Ϸ 0.20. from 19.8 to 29.5% for VQTL ϭ 0.10 and from 38.4 to 59.6% for VQTL ϭ 0.30. At these increased levels of Corresponding decreases for continuous phenotypes were ‫61ف‬ and 9%, respectively. The loss in precision precision, CON25 was statistically superior (P Ͻ 0.05) to all other approaches. varied with VQTL (increasing with VQTL) when heritability was 0.05, but not when heritability was 0.30. The
In particular cases, the opposite effect on the differentiation of strategies was observed for continuous phenogreatest effects of effective population size on precision were observed for moderately heritable dichotomous types. Once the level of precision approached ‫,%09ف‬ additional marginal gains in precision were seemingly traits affected by a QTL allele at a high frequency. Decreases in precision were likely due to the fact that difficult to obtain by implementing slightly different strategies. Therefore, more strategies were not signifithe genotyped animals shared more recent common ancestors than was the case with higher effective populacantly different from the best strategy that had been observed with the same scenario and biallelic markers. tion size, reducing the number of recombination events between the common ancestor and the current generaFor example, when using high values for heritability and VQTL, and P ϭ 0.10, the proportion of correct tion. In turn, this likely increased LD with markers more distant from the QTL, obscuring its location.
positioning for DIS20 (87.3%) and CON25 (85.9%) was not different (P Ͻ 0.05) from that of DISPAIR, the best Increased numbers of marker alleles: The use of markers with six alleles increased precision for all of the strateobserved strategy (88.8%). These two strategies ranked Numbers in italics indicate the most precise strategy and asterisks indicate the strategies that did not differ significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) from the best strategy. RAN, random genotyping; STD, selective genotyping; BAL, genotyping equal numbers of discordant pairs per sire; DISn, discordant sib selection with n ϭ10, 20, or 50 half-sib families; CONn, concordant sib selection with 5, 10, or 25 high and low sires.
significantly lower than DISPAIR when biallelic markers particular, no advantage of STD over RND was observed when 30% of the population expressed the positive phewere used (Table 2) .
Proportion of the population expressing each of the dichotonotype. Figure 1 shows the precision (percentage of times that the QTL was correctly positioned) for RAN, mous phenotypes: When the ratio of individuals expressing the less common phenotype was decreased from 10 to STD, and BAL for the scenario when VQTL ϭ 0.30, heritability ϭ 0.30, and P Ϸ 0.20 and varying propor-2%, the precision of QTL positioning was generally increased (Table 5) . Precision increased because the effections of the population express the high phenotype, ranging from 0.01 to 0.99. When the high phenotype tive intensity of selective genotyping was increased among individuals with the high phenotype. The oppowas very rare, STD and BAL were both very precise, with STD holding a small, but nonsignificant advantage, site effect was therefore observed when the proportion of individuals with the high phenotype was increased while the precision of RAN was much lower. As the proportion of individuals expressing the high phenoto 30% (Table 6) . For most scenarios, the relative efficiency of the various strategies was similar to the base type increased, the precision of STD and BAL decreased and the precision of RAN increased, reaching equivasituation (Table 3 ). In particular, the CON25 strategy generally performed best when heritability was low. Dislent levels when 30% of the population expressed the high phenotype. Clearly, when 50% of the population cordant sib selection (DIS20 or DIS50) performed consistently well for traits with high heritability. The strateexpresses each phenotype, RAN and STD were expected to be essentially equivalent, involving the genotyping of gies most strongly affected by changes in proportion of the population expressing the higher phenotype were exactly equal numbers of individuals with each phenotype for STD and differing from this ratio due only to STD and RND. The relative precision of STD to RAN decreased as the proportion of high phenotypes insampling with RAN. The three approaches remained similarly effective until the frequency of the high phenocreased. This decrease was due to the lower effective intensity of selection obtained as the proportion of high type reached ‫.%06ف‬ From that point the precision of RAN decreased quickly. Efficiency of STD and BAL rephenotypes increased. The family-based (DIS and CON) strategies were relatively less strongly affected by mained at similar levels until the point when ‫%09ف‬ of the population expressed the positive phenotype. The changes in this proportion because intensity of selection of sire families for genotyping remained relatively high, BAL strategy continued to work efficiently when 99% of the population expressed the high phenotype, whereas as this step of selection was based on daughter means, the distribution of which remained continuous regardthe efficiency of STD dropped off sharply. Ordered categorical phenotypes: Results for phenotypes less of the proportions expressing the two phenotypes. A related result was that for some situations, RAN was with multiple ordered categories were very similar to those for dichotomous traits (thus, data not shown). not significantly different from the best observed strategy, especially when heritability and VQTL were high. In
The CON25 strategy was superior when heritability was low. The DIS20, DIS50, and BAL approaches each a fixed level of VQTL, precision increased as the frequency of the positive allele was increased from 0.05 to ranked first for at least one of the particular scenarios when heritability was high. Although STD never ranked ‫02.0ف‬ (and the substitution effect decreased correhighest, its precision was never statistically different spondingly). Precision was greater for continuous phefrom the best strategy when heritability was high. Precinotypes than for dichotomous phenotypes (at the same sion of QTL positioning was generally ‫%01ف‬ higher level of underlying genetic control) and precision for than that observed for dichotomous phenotypes (exdichotomous phenotypes increased as the positive form pressed as a percentage of the precision of the best of the phenotype (associated with the QTL allele with strategy for dichotomous phenotypes). Precision ina positive effect) decreased in frequency. Likewise, phecreased because having more categories increased the notypes with multiple categories yielded higher precieffective intensity of selective genotyping. In the threesion than did dichotomous phenotypes. Finally, precicategory situation, intensity was increased in the selecsion increased as the number of marker alleles increased, tion of individuals with high phenotypes. With five catebut decreased as N e decreased. gories, individuals with low phenotypes were selected Choice of the optimum strategy depended on the more precisely.
existence of some knowledge about the phenotype of the trait and underlying genetic parameters. In general, this information can be known prior to the selection DISCUSSION of individuals for genotyping. The most critical factor influencing the performance of varying strategies was The principal conclusion of this study was that any whether the trait was distributed continuously or into form of selected genotyping (even when applied in a a few discrete categories. This aspect about a given trait haphazard way) will generally improve precision of mapshould clearly be known without exception. Heritability ping based on LD, but judiciously applied sampling of a given trait was the second most important factor based on simple consideration of the type of phenotype influencing the ranking of the strategies. Some knowland the underlying genetic parameters can be particuedge about the heritability of a trait to which fine maplarly advantageous. Ten different selection strategies ping is applied usually either will already exist or can were applied to a wide range of scenarios and, in nearly be readily estimated. In particular, for populations simiall cases, even the poorest strategy yielded more precise lar to that simulated in this study (i.e., populations with estimates of the QTL position than did analyses applied many recorded phenotypes and large half-sib families), to a random sample from the population. Nevertheless, accurate estimates of genetic parameters either should the best strategy was always significantly more precise exist or could be easily calculated using the information than the poorest strategy.
(phenotypes and sire identification) required to impleStrategies were applied to a wide range of populations ment most of the strategies simulated. and phenotypes defined by different parameters. SevFor continuous phenotypes, choice of the selection eral general trends were noted for the effects of changes strategy seems straightforward. The STD approach was in various parameters on precision of LD mapping.
always the highest-ranking strategy when heritability was Many of the trends were consistent with intuition. For low. Approaches based on discordant sib selection with example, precision increased as residual variance demany sire families (DISPAIR or DIS50) were the best creased (or heritability increased). At a fixed level of heritability, precision increased as VQTL increased. At strategies when phenotypes were continuous and herita-bility was high. When no knowledge is available about simulation to ensure that the strategies indicated as optimal in the studied population remain the same unheritability, the DISPAIR strategy would be a logical choice to apply to a continuous phenotype. This strategy der these conditions. ranked highest under several scenarios and was never
